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Presentation Notes
Both introduce ourselves



Thank you for being here today. 
You will need the following materials  

during today’s broadcast: 
• Coordinate Algebra handouts 
• Note-taking materials 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke – 



Activate your brain 

Use coordinates to 
prove simple 
geometric theorems 
algebraically. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke – 



Why Common Core Standards? 
• Preparation: The standards are college- and career-

ready. They will help prepare students with the 
knowledge and skills they need to succeed in 
education and training after high school. 

 

• Competition: The standards are internationally 
benchmarked. Common standards will help ensure 
our students are globally competitive.  

 

• Equity: Expectations are consistent for all – and not 
dependent on a student’s zip code. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James – I want to go back a little to “Why Common Core State Standards” Writers wanted to:	Design to prepare students for what’s next	Internationally benchmarked	Equity-B-in regards to the third bullet…will other states call their first high school course Coordinate Algebra?B- Will a first high school course in Ohio be exactly the same as our first high school course in Georgia?B- So, what I am hearing you say, students who live in states that have adopted the common core, will have completed the same set of standards after their first three high school courses.  The order at which those standards are addressed may be different.



Why Common Core Standards? 
• Clarity: The standards are focused, coherent, and 

clear. Clearer standards help students (and 
parents and teachers) understand what is 
expected of them. 

 

• Collaboration: The standards create a foundation 
to work collaboratively across states and districts, 
pooling resources and expertise, to create 
curricular tools, professional development, 
common assessments and other materials.  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James	Provide Clarity	Opportunity for collaboration across state boundaries.		We have used other states documents to help formulate Georgia’s documents



Common Core State Standards 
Building on the strength of current state 
standards, the CCSS are designed to be: 
 

• Focused, coherent, clear and rigorous 
• Internationally benchmarked 
• Anchored in college and career readiness  
• Evidence and research based 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JamesCCSS builds on the strength of current state standards



Common Core State Standards in Mathematics 
K      1      2       3      4     5        6      7       8        9 - 12 

Modeling 

Geometry 

Measurement and Data 

The Number System 
Number and Operations in Base Ten 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking 

Number and Operations 
Fractions 

Expressions and 
Equations Algebra 

Number and 
Quantity 

Functions 

Statistics and Probability 

Ratios & 
Proportional 
Relationships  

CC 

© Copyright 2011 Institute for Mathematics and Education 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JamesConceptual Categories - DomainsB- So, how is this different that GPS?B- Why is modeling underneath all of the other conceptual categories?



Standards for Mathematical Practice 

(McCallum, 2011) 
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2.  Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively. 
3.  Construct viable arguments and 
critique the reasoning of others 

4.  Model with mathematics. 
5.  Use appropriate tools 
strategically. 

7.  Look for and make use of 
structure. 
8.  Look for and express regularity in 
repeated reasoning. 

Reasoning and 
explaining 

Modeling and 
using tools 

Seeing 
structure and 
generalizing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James –Although there are 8 mathematical practices,  they can be grouped in a few different ways. Here’s one way: If you put standards one and six together, make sense of complex problems and persevere in solving them, and attend to mathematical precision, those really come through nearly every day. As you give students rich tasks to solve they should struggle with those problems, especially if they are rigorous, grade level appropriate, and relevant. Attend to precision (standard 6) will also come through every day. Students should  be expected to use the proper mathematical language, and students should be expected to measure precisely. Students should be doing those things every day. If you look at the remaining standards you can group them into 3 different groups. You can group standards 2 and 3 together-getting at reasoning and explaining in mathematics, 4 and 5 together-  getting at modeling and using tools, and 7 and 8 together-  getting at seeing structure and generalizing.  So if it helps, if 8 seems too many, you can put them in a few  different groups, and just have these big ideas to think about-  and focus on reasoning and explaining, modeling and using tools, seeing structure and generalizing. as long as while you do this, you have rigorous problems that students can engage in and struggle with, and that you expect them to use precise mathematical language, measure precisely, and attend to precision. 



Algebra    
 
Creating Equations★  A.CED      

 
Create equations that describe numbers or relationships.         
      

 

 
MCC9-12.A.CED.1 Create equations and inequalities in one variable and use 

them to solve problems. Include equations arising from linear and 
quadratic functions, and simple rational and exponential functions.★

 
MCC9-12.A.CED.2 Create equations in two or more variables to represent 

relationships between quantities; graph equations on coordinate axes 
with labels and scales.★ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James – Intent:  To explain how the standards are to be read and interpretedB- How is this like the GPS? B- What does the star mean?B- So, there are not standards which are specific to modeling? 



While the standards focus on what is most 
essential, they do not describe all that can or 
should be taught. A great deal is left to the 
discretion of teachers and curriculum 
developers. The aim of the standards is to 
articulate the fundamentals, not to set out an 
exhaustive list or a set of restrictions that limits 
what can be taught beyond what is specified.  

 
corestandards.org 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B- So James, in Coordinate Algebra, students are asked to construct linear and exponential functions…looking at the linear piece, it does not mention the form at which to address the linear function…should I use slope-intercept, point-slope, standard (Ax + By = C) from…all of the above?B- So, what I am taking from this slide is that I can extend a standard and should not feel limited by the standard.



What’s a Coordinate Algebra 
Teacher to do? 

• Read your grade level standards 
• Use the CCGPS Teaching Guide found on 

Georgia Standards.org and Learning 
Village 

• Discuss the standards with your 
colleagues 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James – Here are some things that you can do as teachers to prepare for next year.Read the standardsTake a deep look at the Teaching Guide for 2012-13. The teaching guides contain GPS language to help define some of the more complicated standards, along with what have been deemed as Transition standards. Transition standards are standards that were in Coordinate Algebra but have moved down under CCGPS. Therefore if they are not taught next year in Coordinate Algebra, these students will never see them. Sit down with your colleagues and discuss the standards and what it looks like.B-What’s the big deal about discussing the standards?B-Why would I, as a Coordinate Algebra teacher, need to use the teaching guide instead of just reading the CCSS on the corestandards.org website?B-What’s a transition standard?



 
 
 Coordinate Algebra is the first in a sequence of 

three high school courses designed to ensure career 
and college readiness. The course represents a 
discrete study of algebra with correlated statistics 
applications and a bridge to the second course 
through coordinate geometric topics. 



Algebra Geometry Probability/Statistics 
Algebraic Expressions 
Solving Equations & 
Inequalities in One 
Variable 
Linear Equations & 
Inequalities 
Exponential Relationships 
(integer exponents only) 
Functions & Function 
Notation 
Models of Exponential & 
Linear Functions 
Arithmetic & Geometric 
Sequences 

Slope & Distance on the 
Coordinate Plane 
Transformations in the 
Coordinate Plane 
 

Interpret/Represent/ 
Compare Data 
Summarize Data 
Fit Functions to Data (limit 
to linear & exponential) 
Interpret Linear Models for 
Data 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B- So James, let’s say I am a teacher who has taught Mathematics I under GPS, but next year I will be teaching CCGPS Coordinate Algebra.  I am noticing a pretty big difference in that I am working with linear and exponential functions and a comparison of the two and not working with quadratic…can you talk about the reasoning behind this decision?B- So, this is a limited look at exponential functions and only deals with integer exponents?B- So, the precision review team along with the profile of a 9th grader (what’s best for kids) is what drove the decision for the layout of this course?B- Leads to a natural comparison of arithmetic and geometric sequences in the same course.B-Curriculum map?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
James –The GaDOE provides a suggested curriculum map for the CCGPS. In this map the course is divided into 6 units.B-What do you mean, tentative?B-When?B- What are the pluses next to some of the standards?B- Are there transition standards for Coordinate Algebra? (MAD and distance by Pythagorean Theorem) B-Is there a document which gives me more detail to this curriculum map?B-Is it required that I follow this map exactly?  Can I change the order?



 Coordinate Algebra Overview 
Unit 1: Relationships Between Quantities 

Number and Quantity - Quantities 
 Reason quantitatively and use units to solve problems. 
Algebra – Seeing Structure in Expressions 
 Interpret the structure of expressions. 
Algebra – Creating Equations 
 Create equations that describe numbers or relationships. 

 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B- Before we dive more deeply into the content, we want to give you a brief overview of the Coordinate Algebra content standards and address content which is new and different to our first high school course.  B- A complete overview of all three high school courses is included in your resource packet. J-Is this enough for teachers?B-No, every teacher needs to read and understand the CCGPS for themselves.  B- If you do not have a copy of the CCGPS or the TG, both of these documents can be found on GSO. B- As James talked about earlier when he discussed how to read the standards, the standards are listed under cluster headings, cluster headings fall within domains, and domains fall within conceptual categories.B- There are 6 conceptual categories  in the high school courses; and within these conceptual categories, there are 10 domains in Coordinate Algebra, and within these 10 domains, there are 18 standard cluster headings which you will need to address in the course.B- So on the next 6 slides, we have taken the suggested CA CM and listed the unit name, and we have listed the conceptual categories, domains, and the standard cluster headings which fall within the unit.  B- So, let’s look at Unit 1. (refer to title, conceptual category, domain and standard cluster headings)B- The red check-mark indicates material or topics which are either new or approached differently in the CCGPS first course (CA) compared to the first course of GPS (Math I or GPS Algebra) B- So, lets first talk a little about new content.B- Although the common core curriculum and the GPS curriculum had an alignment of 90% which is very high, that alignment looked at the content as a whole and did not differentiate the content that was being addressed at a different grade level.B- So when we look at new content today, we are referring to the content that has shifted from one level in GPS to CA in CCGPS.B- The red check-mark can also indicate a different approach to a topic…so you may see that it is something that was taught in Mathematics I, but we wanted to bring your attention to the fact that the CC is asking for a different approach.B- Also, a red check-mark next to the SCH does not mean everything with that SCH is new or different.B- So, Unit 1 content – Reason quantitatively and use units to solve problems…here is an example of something different…not that we didn’t expect this under GPS, it was just not stated specifically in a standard.J- ask question



 Coordinate Algebra Overview 
Unit 2: Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities 

Algebra – Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities 
 Understand solving equations as a process of reasoning and explain the 

reasoning. 
 Solve equations and inequalities in one variable 
 Solve systems of equations. 
 Represent and solve equations and inequalities graphically 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke - Intent:  To show an example of grade level standards Talking Points:  Unit 2: By the end of eighth grade, students have learned to solve linear equations in one variable and have applied graphical and algebraic methods to analyze and solve systems of linear equations in two variables. This unit builds on these earlier experiences by asking students to analyze and explain the process of solving an equation and to justify the process used in solving a system of equations. Students develop fluency writing, interpreting, and translating between various forms of linear equations and inequalities, and using them to solve problems. They master the solution of linear equations and apply related solution techniques and the laws of exponents to the creation and solution of simple exponential equations. Students explore systems of equations and inequalities, and they find and interpret their solutions. All of this work is grounded on understanding quantities and on relationships between them.



 Coordinate Algebra Overview 
Unit 3: Linear and Exponential Functions 

Algebra – Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities 
 Represent and solve equations and inequalities graphically. 
Functions – Interpreting Functions 
 Understand the concept of a function and use function notation. 
 Interpret functions that arise in applications in terms of the context. 
 Analyze functions using different representations. 
Functions – Building Functions 
 Build a function that models a relationship between two quantities. 
 Build new functions from existing functions. 
Functions – Linear, Quadratic, and Exponential Models (Note: Quadratic functions are 

addressed in CCGPS Analytic Geometry.) 
 Construct and compare linear, quadratic, and exponential models and solve problems. 
 Interpret expressions for functions in terms of the situation they model. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke - Intent:  To show an example of grade level standards Talking Points:  Unit 3: In earlier grades, students define, evaluate, and compare functions, and use them to model relationships between quantities. In this unit, students will learn function notation and develop the concepts of domain and range. They move beyond viewing functions as processes that take inputs and yield outputs and start viewing functions as objects in their own right. They explore many examples of functions, including sequences; they interpret functions given graphically, numerically, symbolically, and verbally, translate between representations, and understand the limitations of various representations. They work with functions given by graphs and tables, keeping in mind that, depending upon the context, these representations are likely to be approximate and incomplete. Their work includes functions that can be described or approximated by formulas as well as those that cannot. When functions describe relationships between quantities arising from a context, students reason with the units in which those quantities are measured. Students build on and informally extend their understanding of integer exponents to consider exponential functions. They compare and contrast linear and exponential functions, distinguishing between additive and multiplicative change. They interpret arithmetic sequences as linear functions and geometric sequences as exponential functions.



 Coordinate Algebra Overview 
Unit 4: Describing Data 

Statistics and Probability – Interpreting Categorical and Quantitative Data 
 Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or measurement 

variable. 
 Summarize, represent, and interpret data on two categorical and quantitative 

variables. 
 Interpret linear models. 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke - Intent:  To show an example of grade level standards Talking Points:  Unit 4: This unit builds upon students’ prior experiences with data, providing students with more formal means of assessing how a model fits data. Students use regression techniques to describe approximately linear relationships between quantities. They use graphical representations and knowledge of the context to make judgments about the appropriateness of linear models. With linear models, they look at residuals to analyze the goodness of fit.



 Coordinate Algebra Overview 
Unit 5:  Transformations in the Coordinate Plane 

Geometry - Congruence 
 Experiment with transformations in the plane. 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Brooke - Intent:  To show an example of grade level standards Talking Points:  Unit 5: In previous grades, students have experience with rigid motions: translations, reflections, and rotations. Work in this area continues to build upon those experiences and makes the connections to transformations of functions using linear and exponential functions as examples.



 Coordinate Algebra Overview 
Unit 6:  Connecting Algebra and Geometry Through Coordinates 

Geometry – Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations 
 Use coordinates to prove simple geometric theorems algebraically. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Brooke - Intent:  To show an example of grade level standards Talking Points:  Unit 6: Building on their work with the Pythagorean Theorem in 8th grade to find distances, students use a rectangular coordinate system to verify geometric relationships, and slopes of parallel and perpendicular lines.



Focus 
Coherence 
Fluency 
Deep Understanding 
Applications 
Balanced Approach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B- So, there you have a brief overview of the content for each of the units. B - Now we want to look at some of the standard clusters and new content in more detail.B- The authors of the Core have articulated six lenses in order to have a framework through which to address the necessary changes in instruction demanded by the Common Core.B- So, throughout all of our presentations, K-11, we will take a look at the details of the content through these six lenses.B- In the fall, we presented you with the 8SMP for students. I like to think of these six lenses as the practices for teachers.



Focus 
Coherence 
Fluency 
Deep Understanding 
Applications 
Balanced Approach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B- The first lens articulated by the common core writers is that of Focus.B- The Core is asking teachers to focus deeply on the concepts that are prioritized in the standards so students can reach a strong foundational knowledge and deep conceptual understanding which will allow them to transfer their mathematical skills and understanding across concepts and grades.B- So, James, how does this look for CA students and teachers?



Focus 
The student…  
• spends more time thinking and working on priority 

concepts. 
• is able to understand concepts and their connections to 

processes (algorithms). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James - The Core is asking us to prioritize student and teacher time, so that we can put an end to the mile wide, inch deep phenomenon that is American mathematics education and create opportunities for students to dive deeply into the central and critical mathematics concepts.  We are asking teachers to focus their time and energy so that the students are able to do the same.  



Focus 
The teacher… 
• builds knowledge, fluency and understanding of why 

and how certain mathematics concepts are done.  
• thinks about how the concepts connect to one another. 
• pays more attention to priority content and invests the 

appropriate time for all students to learn before moving 
onto the next topic. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James - In reference to the TIMMS study, there is a gift of time. We are asking teachers to focus their time and energy so that the students are able to do the same.  B- Ok James…time and number of standards to cover is a hot topic item, especially with high school teachers. Are you saying we have fewer topics and I can I can pick and choose what topics I want to teach?



Focus 
The mile-wide inch-deep problem looks different in high school. In 
earlier grades its a matter of having too many topics. In high school its 
a matter of having too many separately memorized techniques, with no 
overall understanding of the structure to tie them altogether. So 
narrowing and deepening the curriculum is not so much a matter of 
eliminating topics, as seeing the structure that ties them together. For 
example, if students see that the distance formula and the trig identity 
sin2(t) +cos2(t) = 1 are both manifestations of the Pythagorean 
theorem, they have an understanding that helps them reconstruct 
these formulas rather than memorize them…  
    
Bill McCallum – CCSS author 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James



Grade 
Priorities in Support of Rich Instruction and Expectations 
of Fluency and Conceptual Understanding 

K–2 Addition and subtraction, measurement using whole number quantities 

3-5 Multiplication and division of whole numbers and fractions 

6 Ratios and proportional reasoning; early expressions and equations 

7 Ratios and proportional reasoning; arithmetic of rational numbers 

8 Linear algebra 

9-12 Modeling 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James – Focus on the mathematics that matters mostFocusing on fewer topics and treat them with much better care and detail.These core masteries will lead much fuller level of understanding.  In middle and high school, students with this mastery can move on to do work in data and statistics and applying their knowledge. It will also enable them to engage in rich work in modeling multiple representation to other fields.B- Who is PARCC and why would their listing of priorities be important to us in Georgia?



Modeling in Coordinate Algebra  
What distinguishes modeling from other forms of applications of 
mathematics are (1) explicit attention at the beginning to the process of 
getting from the problem outside of mathematics to its mathematical 
formulation and (2) an explicit reconciliation between the mathematics 
and the real-world situation at the end.  Throughout the modeling 
process, consideration is given to both the external world and the 
mathematics, and the results have to be both mathematically correct 
and reasonable in the real-world context. 
 
                  “The Definition of Modeling”  Henry O. Pollak 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B- So, in CA, modeling has been established as a priority by both PARCC and the writers of the Core?B- James we have talked about a lot of content so far today, what about everything else?



FAL Structure 
• Pre-Assessment / opening 
• Collaborative activity 
• Whole-class discussion 
• Return to the pre-assessment / opening 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James - Students complete a pre-assessment which is given a day or two before the lesson and is used to gather data on students’ current level of understanding and misconceptions.  The teacher provides descriptive feedback to students to aid in moving the learner forward.  Students participate in a collaborative activity to exchange constructive feedback with their peers and resolve misconceptions through discussion.  If your students are not accustomed to working in groups, start off with using pairs. It is suggested that you pair similar ability students together. You can pair a student that struggled with the pre-assessment with one that seemed to understand and likewise one that had very little problems with the pre-assessment with one that seemed to understand. By having them close they both have something to share in the activity.Students then have the opportunity to share their findings and learn from other groups in a whole-class discussion which is student led, but carefully engineered by the teacher.Finally, students have the opportunity to return to the pre-assessment and revise their individual work to proficiency.This is similar to the lesson design that many of you may be familiar with that contains an opening, a mini lesson, a work period and a closing.



Focus task 
Create equations that 
describe numbers or 
relationships. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James – this short task can be found on Page 2 of the handout and use interactive board to show



Focus 
Coherence 
Fluency 
Deep Understanding 
Applications 
Balanced Approach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke



Coherence 
The student... 
• builds on knowledge from year to year, in a coherent 

learning progression. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke -



Coherence 
The teacher... 
• connects mathematical ideas across grade levels. 
• thinks deeply about what is being focused on. 
• thinks how those ideas connect to how it was taught 

the years before and the years after. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke -



What do Coordinate Algebra 
students bring?  

What are they connecting to later? 
Build a function that models a relationship between two 
quantities. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B- Ok, so let’s take a look at another task and let’s keep in mind this lens of coherence and what it could look like when addressing this standard cluster. (refer to SCH) B-You will find this coherence activity on page 3 of your resource packet.B- Take a minute to think about how you would address the questions regarding Kimi and Jordan.  Once you have had time to process, share your thoughts with your grade level team.  James will also get started with this coherence activity. After 1 minutes – Discuss your method with your group & compare strategiesAfter 3 minutes – Address/discuss James’ method and strategies for the question #1.  After 4 minutes – Ask audience and James to work #2, #3 & #4.(something concrete or different approach?)



Linear Overview 
6th Grade 
• Describe quantitative relationships between 

dependent and independent variables 

7th Grade 
• Solve problems using proportional reasoning and 

equations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B- So let’s think about coherence in reference to the task just completedB- Student’s would need to use their knowledge of describing quantitative relationships between dependent and independent variables from 6th grade.B- Their use of proportional reasoning and equations  from 7th grade.



Linear Overview 

8th Grade 
• Analyze and solve linear equations and systems 

Analytic Geometry 
• Compare quadratic function characteristics to linear 

functions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B- Solving linear equations and systems in 8th grade leads them into this CA task which requires to write a function that describes a relationship.B- And “hopefully” it will help them make those connections in CA when comparing linear and exponential functions and then in Analytic Geometry when comparing linear and quadratic functions.B- I know, as well as you do, as I often made the complaint, that students never seem to bring as much information with them from the previous grades that we, as teachers, would like for them to.B- But what we are hoping will happen when you view the common core content through the lens of coherence, is that it will allow you to see how what you do each and every day is pretty significant in a student’s learning progression.B- Sometimes it is tough to keep that in mind while you are caught up in everything you do each day, but…B- Taking a few moments to map out the content connections between grades can prove powerful for both you and your students.In hindsight, this is something I wish I had taken the time to do a better job with when I was in the classroom because I really feel it can help us when we need to some remediation or scaffolding with our students.  I often talked about where concepts were going, but I did not really look at the details of learning prior to my class…I just knew that they were “expected” to know it.



Focus 
Coherence 
Fluency 
Deep Understanding 
Applications 
Balanced Approach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James - Let’s take a look at the CCGPS through the use of Fluency. In many of the grade levels teachers will notice that CCGPS specifically mentions fluency.



Fluency 
The student... 
• spends time practicing skills with intensity and 

frequency. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James - Fluency is the quick mathematical content; what you should quickly know.  It should be recalled very quickly.  It allows students to get to application much faster and get to deeper understanding. 



Fluency 
The teacher... 
• pushes students to know skills at a greater level of 

fluency based on understanding. 
• focuses on the listed fluencies by grade level. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James - We need to create contests in our schools around these fluencies.  This can be a fun project.  Deeper understanding is a result of fluency. Students are able to articulate their mathematical reasoning, they are able to access their answers through a couple of different vantage points; it’s not just getting to yes; it’s not just getting the answer but knowing why.  Students and teachers need to have a very deep understanding of the priority mathematics concepts in order to manipulate them, articulate them, and come at them from different directions.



Grade Required Fluency 
K Add/subtract within 5 
1 Add/subtract within 10 
2 Add/subtract within 20 & Add/subtract within 100 (pencil and paper) 
3 Multiply/divide within 100 & Add/subtract within 1000 
4 Add/subtract within 1,000,000 
5 Multi-digit multiplication 
6 Multi-digit division & Multi-digit decimal operations 
7 Solve px + q = r, p(x + q) = r 
8 Solve simple 2×2 systems by inspection 

9-12 

Algebraic manipulation in which to understand structure. 
Writing a rule to represent a relationship between two quantities. 
Seeing mathematics as a tool to model real-world situations. 
Understanding quantities and their relationships. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James - Notice that there are four fluencies associated with the high school courses. As students progress through each of the courses their fluency in these four areas should progress in relationship to the content of the course.B- Are each of these fluencies for a grade level in high school or are each of these developed at different levels in each course?



What does Fluency Look Like in 
Coordinate Algebra? 

• FLEXIBLY 
• ACCURATELY 
• EFFICIENTLY 
• APPROPRIATELY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James - Procedural fluency is defined by the Common Core as, “skill in carrying out procedures flexibly, accurately, efficiently and appropriately”. Fluent problem solving does not necessarily mean solving problems within a certain time limit, though there are reasonable limits to how long computation should take. Memorization is the rapid recall of arithmetic facts or mathematical procedures and is often confused with fluency. Fluency implies a much richer kind of mathematical knowledge and experiences. When developing fluency, teachers need to build upon the students conceptual understanding. (Conceptual understanding is needed to develop fluency) Therefore, the building blocks for developing fluency occur through connecting concrete, pictorial, and abstract understanding or skills within any given Domain or Standard.



Focus 
Coherence 
Fluency 
Deep Understanding 
Applications 
Balanced Approach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke -



Deep Understanding 
The student... 
• shows mastery of material at a deep level in numerous 

ways. 
• uses mathematical practices to demonstrate 

understanding of different material and concepts. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke -



Deep Understanding 
The teacher... 
• asks what mastery/proficiency really looks like and 

means. 
• plans for progression of levels of understanding.  
• spends the time to gain the depth of the 

understanding. 
• becomes flexible and comfortable in own depth of 

content knowledge. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B- For the teacher:B- Take the time to determine what mastery/proficiency really looks like for your students or what your students would need to demonstrate in order to show mastery/proficiency…and hold to that idea of proficiency.B- Plan for progressions of levels of understanding – DOK levels and how they can be established with the standardsJ- Are we equating a standard with a DOK level?There are certainly exceptions in which some standards may be limited to a specific DOK level, but in most cases, more than one DOK level can be assigned to a standardWe would expect teachers to scaffold instruction so that a standard would progress from level 1 to level 4, if possibleTherefore, we will step away from equating a standard to a DOK level B- Spend the time to allow students to gain depth of understanding…speak to the standardB- Become flexible in your own understanding of the content; whether it be to seek further understanding or if you are a content expert, become a leader in that area and share your knowledge in collaboration with your colleaguesJ-Is this not what I have been doing while teaching GPS?B- For the teacher who fully embraced the GPS curriculum, this will be exactly what you have been doing!



What does depth mean in 
Coordinate Algebra? 

Experiment with transformations in the plane. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B- So let’s work another task and let’s keep in mind this lens of deep understanding and what it could look like when addressing this standard cluster. (refer to SCH)B-You will find the complete deep understanding activity on page 5 of your resource packet.B- Once again, take a minute to think about how you would find the image or preimage of each of the transformations.After one minute – Discuss your method with your group & compare strategiesAfter three minutes – Have James describe what happened in the plane for each of the four transformations.  After five minutes – Demonstrate concrete methods using patty paper for two of the movements.



Focus 
Coherence 
Fluency 
Deep Understanding 
Applications 
Balanced Approach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James - Let’s take a look at the CCGPS through the Applications.



Application 
The student... 
• applies mathematics in other content areas and 

situations. 
• chooses the right mathematics concept to solve a 

problem when not necessarily prompted to do so. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James - The Common Core demands that all students engage in real world application of mathematics concepts. In college and career, students will need to solve mathematics problems on a regular basis without being prompted to do so.  



Application 
The teacher... 
• contextualizes mathematics. 
• creates real world experiences in which students use 

what they know, and in which they are not necessarily 
prompted to use mathematics. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James - Through applications, teachers teach and measure students’ ability to determine which mathematics is appropriate and how their reasoning should be used to solve complex problems. Teachers should strive to create contextual situations where students are not prompted to apply mathematics.



Mathematizing Coordinate 
Algebra 

Summarize, 
represent, and 
interpret data on a 
single count or 
measurement 
variable   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James This activity can be found on page 6 of your handout. 



Focus 
Coherence 
Fluency 
Deep Understanding 
Applications 
Balanced Approach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B- The sixth lens articulated by the common core writers is that of a Balanced Approach.B- With a Balanced Approach, students are practicing and understanding.  The writers of the Core stress the importance that students are able to practice skills and content with the same intensity.B- This may sound very similar to the “3 legged stool” of GPS in which we had balance between:Skills (which = CCGPS practice of skills with intensity)conceptual understanding & problem solving ( which = CCGPS practice of content with intensity)



Balanced Approach 
The student... 
• practices mathematics skills to achieve fluency. 
• practices mathematics concepts to ensure application in 

novel situations. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke -



Balanced Approach 
The teacher... 
• finds the balance between understanding and practice. 
• normalizes the productive struggle. 
• ritualizes skills practice. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke -



Balanced Approach 

Build a function 
that models a 
relationship 
between two 
quantities. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B- So, let’s look at a task that would require students to use all of their skills and may cause a bit of a struggle…would cause them to pull from their practice with skill and content.B- This Balanced Approach problem was created by the Charles A. Dana Center and the complete task can be found on page 9 of your resource packet. B- So, take a couple of minutes to read the problem and how you would answer question number one which is asking you represent the mosaic tiles in three ways, with one including a general function rule to determine the number of tiles in any mosaic.After one minute – show my modelAfter two minutes – Discuss your method with your group & compare strategiesAfter five minutes – Ask for James to explain…comment that model can really allow students to see the arithmetic sequenceAfter eight minutes – We have actually given this same task for our 6,7,and 8 grade sessions as it is applicable to different SCH at each grade level.  We will give a similar task for Analytic Geometry, but it will deal with a quadratic…camera crew is getting tired of seeing this activity  (A-CED) Create  equationsthat describe numbers or relationships1. Create equations and inequalities in one variable  and use  them  to solve problems. Include  equations arising from linear and quadratic  functions, and simple  rational and exponential functions.2. Create equations in two or more  variables to represent relationships between quantities; graph  equations on coordinate axes with labels  and scales.(A-REI) Understand solving equations as a process of reasoning and explain  the reasoning1. Explain each step in solving a simple  equation as following from the equality  of numbers asserted at the previous step, starting from the assumption that the original equation hasa solution. Construct a viable argument to justify a solution method.(A-REI) Solve equations and inequalities in one  variable3. Solve linear equations and inequalities in one variable, including  equations with coeffcients represented byletters.(F-BF) Build a functionthat models a relationship between two quantities1. Write a function  that describes a relationship between two quantities.*a. Determine an explicit expression, a recursive process, or steps for calculation from a context.(F-LE) Construct and compare linear, quadratic, and exponential models and solve problems2. Construct linear and exponential functions, including arithmetic and  geometric sequences, given a graph, a description of a relationship, or two input-output pairs  (include reading these from a table).(F-LE) Interpret expressions for functions in terms  of the situation they model5. Interpret the parameters in a linear or exponential function  interms of a context.



Focus 
Coherence 
Fluency 
Deep Understanding 
Applications 
Balanced Approach 
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James



What’s in Coordinate Algebra 
/ Analytic Geometry A 

• Similarity, Congruence, and Proofs 
◦ Understand similarity in terms of similarity transformations 
◦ Prove theorems involving similarity 
◦ Understand congruence in terms of rigid motions 
◦ Prove geometric theorems 
◦ Make geometric constructions 

• Right Triangle Trigonometry 
◦ Define trigonometric ratios and solve problems involving right triangles 

• Circles and Volume 
◦ Understand and apply theorems about circles 
◦ Find arc lengths and areas of sectors of circles 
◦ Explain volume formulas and use them to solve problems 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B- So, let me review the possible accelerated track…B- In 9th grade, students would cover all of CA and the first semester of AG…B- In 10th grade, students would cover the second semester of AG and all of Advanced Algebra…B- And in 11th grade, students would take Accelerated Pre-CalculusB- Students could also start this track in 8th grade if they took the accelerated courses in 6th and 7th grade.J- So, Brooke, what are the next steps for teachers?



CCGPS Suggestions: 
1.Review the CCGPS. The teaching guide, curriculum map, 

and standards can all be found in Learning Village, on the 
Mathematics Program Page and on Georgia 
Standards.org 
 

2.View the Fall 2011 Grade Level Webinar if you haven’t 
already seen it. 
 

3.Review this broadcast with your team to identify key 
areas of focus. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke -



CCGPS Suggestions: 
4.Participate in the unit-by-unit webinars beginning in May. 

Coordinate Algebra Unit 1:  May 10, 2012, 4:00pm 
 

5.Structure time for grade level/content areas to use 
framework units as a guide for planning.  
 

6.Plan to get together with your colleagues at the end of 
each CCGPS unit to analyze student work samples and 
compare how student learning and performance look. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke -



Coordinate Algebra Support: 
Now- 
• Fall 2011 Grade Level Webinar 
• Standards Document 
• Teaching Guide 
• Curriculum Map 
Coming soon- 
• Framework Units (posting April 2012) 
• Unit-by-unit webinars:  

Coordinate Algebra Unit 1 May 10, 2012, 4:00pm 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke - 



Takeaways 

3 Things- 
1. What’s new?  
2. What’s different? 
3. What resources and support are 

available for CCGPS mathematics? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B- We have asked a lot of you today to spend two hours with us talking about the CCGPS and we truly appreciate your time B- Hopefully today’s session has given you some food for thought…answered some of your questions and also caused you to think about your approach to teaching the CCGPS next fallB- It may have also caused you to have more questions and we encourage you to discuss these questions with your grade level teams and your mathematics leaders in your district and contact us if you feel we may be able to help your team with those questionsB- Our goal was to provided you with a minimum of three takeawaysNew content for CA…Linear Functions?Content that is different in CA…Looking at structure?Resources and support that are available for CCGPS mathematics…James?



“The resources we need in order to grow as 
teachers are abundant within the community 
of colleagues. Good talk about good 
teaching is what we need…” 
 
 

Parker Palmer 
Courage to Teach 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brooke - 



Brooke Kline            James Pratt 
bkline@doe.k12.ga.us                        jpratt@doe.k12.ga.us 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both

mailto:bkline@doe.k12.ga.us
mailto:jpratt@doe.k12.ga.us


Thank you for participating in this CCGPS Professional Learning Session.   
We value your feedback.  Please go to the following website, take the  

anonymous feedback survey, and complete the participation log to  
receive a certificate of participation:  

http://survey.sedl.org/efm/wsb.dll/s/1g10a 
 

If you have questions, feel free to contact any of the English/Language Arts or 
Mathematics staff at the following email addresses: 

 

     Sandi Woodall, Georgia Mathematics Coordinator   Kim Jeffcoat, Georgia ELA Coordinator 
     swoodall@doe.k12.ga.us    kjeffcoat@doe.k12.ga.us 
 

     James Pratt, Secondary Mathematics    Susan Jacobs, Secondary ELA  
     jpratt@doe.k12.ga.us                              sjacobs@doe.k12.ga.us 
 

     Brooke Kline, Secondary Mathematics   Sallie Mills, Elementary ELA 
     bkline@doe.k12.ga.us                            smills@doe.k12.ga.us  
 

     Turtle Gunn Toms, Elementary Mathematics                          Andria Bunner, Elementary ELA 
     tgunn@doe.k12.ga.us                            abunner@doe.k12.ga.us   
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